
‘’We would like to say a huge thank you to 
Wyboston Lakes Resort for hosting our NHS 
Finance Away Day at their venue. ‘’
Bedfordshire Hospitals NHS

Success Story: NHS Finance 

Our event brought together all the partnering NHS 
organisations within Bedford, Luton and Milton Keynes for a day 
of learning, networking and (hopefully) a bit of fun. 

I liaised with Alex throughout the planning process and was immediately put at ease by her friendly and 
professional manner. We had several phone calls and emails back and forth but all my many queries were 
answered in a timely manner and with a “can do” attitude. I felt confident that everything would go to plan on the 
day and the team did not disappoint! 



Everyone found The Woodlands Centre with relative ease and were 
welcomed with refreshments and a smile on arrival. We were given the 
Rosewood Suite which was perfectly set out for our requirements in a 
cabaret style; the room was clean, well maintained with great lighting 
and acoustics. 
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Zarina immediately introduced herself as our go-to person for 
the day and it was clear we would be in capable hands. The 
technical set up in the room was user friendly but when we did 
run into a Team’s sound issue Ross and the team were on the case 
to sort it out which meant we were able to deliver the virtual session
we had planned. The easy access to tea, co�ee and pastries went down a treat with all my colleagues and
they found this a great space to mingle and catch up with each other during our breaks. 

Lunch was ready and waiting for us when we wanted it and come with 
plenty of variety so there was something for everyone including loads of 
hot food options, fresh fruit and a large salad bar. Plus, the servers were 
well presented and extremely conscientious which added to the comfort 
of everyone at the event. The day went o� smoothly and we received 
a lot of positive feedback from the delegates who felt they had enjoyed 
a productive day away from the o�ce in a space which made them 
feel valued and catered for. I would highly recommend this venue 
to anyone looking for one and would definitely look to book with 
Wyboston again for future events. A final thank you to all the team 
for the excellent customer service and for just making the whole 
thing so easy!


